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N,4EMS and 1\ljcrosystems: Design and L4anufacture

to thel original shape at a preset temperature. To illushate the working principle of
a mrcroactuator using SMA, let us refer to Figu:e 2.17. An SMA strip ;riginally in a
bent shape at a designed preset temperature ?is attached to a silicon cantilever beam.
The beamis set straight at room temperature. However, heating the beam with the at_
tached SMA strip to the temperature f would prompt the strip;s ,,memory,, 

to return
to its original bent shape. The deformation of the SMA strip causes the attached sili_
con beam to deform with the strip, and rnicroactuation of the beam is thus achieved.
This type of actuation has been used extensively in micro rotary actuators, micro_joints and robots, and microsprings [Gabriel et al. l9ggl.

Figure 2,17 | Microactuation usjng sfrape memory a oys.
Shape memory alloy strip,
e.9., TiNi or Nirinolor
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2.3.3 Actuation Using piezoelectric Grystals
Certain crystals, such as quaftz, that exist in nature deform with the application ofan
electric voltage. The reverse is also valid; i.e., an electric voltage can be generated
across thdc$/stal when an applied force deforms the crystal. This phenomenon is il_
lustrated in Figure 2.18.

Figure 2.t8 lThe piezoelectric effect.

E

Mechanical-force-induced
electric voltage <--} Electric-voltage-induced

mecnantcal detoftnatron

- We may attach such a crystal to a flexible silicon beam in a microaqtuatol as
shown in Figure 2.19. An applied voltage across the piezoelectric crystal prompts a
deformation of the crystal, which can in tum bend the attached siicon cant ever
beaml Piezoelectric actuation is used in a micropositioning mechanism and micro_
clamp reported in [Higuchi et al. 1990].
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Figurc 2,19lActuator using a pjezoelectric crystal.
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rn whjclr_e =-pelmittivity of the material separating the two particles. We will haveeo : 8.85 X 10-12 C2.4.{_m2 in fre" space_1this is eqii"a"* a. aSi fnZ_ rn a capac_

"i?;J1,1?;t.r1, 

, in Equation r2.si is tn" ai,tanciil;;##;arsed parti-

The force F is repulsive if bojh charges. q and, q,, carry positive or negativecharges. or atbacdve if the two charges nave opposrte signs.
Electrostatic Forces in parallel plates Figrtre 2.2hepresents two chargedplates separated bv a dierectdc marerial (i."., 

"r;i;;;;i;sullttin"g"ii'a't"riutr witrr ugap d. The plates become electrically charged when an electro_"ii?" i".." t"_0, ".voltage, is applied to the plates. This action will induce capacitun"" in-tn" 
"frarg"O

plates, which can be expressed as

' =.*o*: r*oT
t2.61

where A is the area of the
permittivity €" in Equation
Table 2.2.

9]ayes^and 
€, is the relative permjnrvrry. The relarive

rz.o) tor cofirmon dielecric materjals is presented in

One may imagine that the difference in electric charge between the rop and bot_tom plates in Figure 2.21 canbe mair:tained as.long as a iJog; i, 
"pili"o 

a ,fr" ,yr_tem. However, the charges rhat are stored in eirfr"ipfr"._ i" Oirffied instantlyby short circuiting the plates with a.conau.tor. on"-.f tiu.?ui#'fii, un 
"r""t 

i"potenrial does exist in the situarion illust 
"tea 

il| rig;rJz)l. i# 
"i"1*1, "*"",","0with this elechic potential can be expressed as: - - ----t'l

12.71

:
J

!

I
i

a ne-gative sign is ajtached in Equation (2.7) because there is a loss of the potentialenergy with increasing applied voltare.
The associated electrostatic fo(

"un 
d'u, u" aJu"J il;;;Hi H;11#:1,':"ff gfff,:T &ijjl"".t

u: -)cv,: -*#t

F,t -#: _+t+tLv'
12.81

Figuie 2.21 | Electric potential in two paraljel plates.
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- | esnWVz
2d

in the length direction.

One may notice ftom these expressions that F" is independent of the width di-
mension, I44 Likewise, F" is independent of the length L

These electrostatic forces are the prime driving forces ofmicromotors, as will be
demonstrated in the rnicrodevices described in Section 2.4. One drawback of electro-
static actuation is that the force that is generated by this method usually is low in
magnitude. Its application is thus primarily limited to actuators for optical switches
such as that shown in Figure 1.12, and microgrippers and tweezers.

2.4 I MEMS WITH MICROACTUATORS
We will present a few microdevices that function on the principles of microactuation
described in the foregoing section.

2.4.1 Microgrippers
The electrostatic forces generated in parallel charged plates can be used as tie driv-
ing forces for gripping objects, as illustr ated, inFigne 2.24. As the figure shows, the
required gripping forces in a gripper can be provided either by normal forces (Fig.
2.24a) or by the n-plane forces from pairs of misaligned plates (Fig. 2.24b).

Fagurc 2,241 Gripping forces in a microgripper.
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Figurc 2.23 | Electrostatic forces on parallel plates,

(a) Normal force
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The anangement that uses normal gripping forces from parallel plates, Figure

2.24a, appears to be simple in practice. A major disadvantage of this arrangement'

howeveri,is the excessive space that the electodes occupy in a rnicrogripper' Conse-

quently, it is rarely used. The other arrangement, with multiple pairs of misaligned

ilutes, is 
"om-only 

used in microdevices. This arrangementis-frequendy referred to
-x 

the comb drive. Comb drive is used in the construction of the microgdpPer illus-

trated in Figure 2.25 by Kim et al. [199i]. The gripping action at the tip of the grip-

per is initiated by applying a voltage across the plates attached to the drive arms and

Figute 2.251 Schematic diagram of a microgripper'

57

For the comb-driven actuator in Figure 2.26, determine the voltage supply required

to pull the moving electrode 1O pm from the unstretched position of the spring The

spring constant k is 0.05 N/m. The com6 drive is operated in air' The gap d between

the electrodes and the width lryof the electrodes are 2 pm and 5 pm respectively

Figure 2.26 | Schematic of a comb-drive actuator'
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electrodes. The reader wiil notice that the ratio ofpoles in the stator to those in the

rotor is 3:2. The air gap between rotor poles and stator poles can be as small as 2 pm.

The outside diameter of the stator Poles is in the neighborhood of 100 pm, whereas

the length of the rotor poles is about 20 to 25 pm.

One serious problem that is encountered by engineers in the design and manu-

facture of rnicro rotary motors is the wear and lubrication of the bearings. Tlpically
these motors rotate at ovet 10,000 revolutions per minute (rpm). With subh high ro-

tational speed, the bearing quickly wears off, which results in wobbling ofthe rotors'

Much effort is needed for the solution of this problem. Consequently, micro tribol-
ogy, which deals with friction, wear and lubrication, has become a critical research

area in microtechnology. Zum Gafu [1993] provides a comprehensive introduction of
this critical subject of microtribology.

2,4.3 Microvalves
Microvalves are primarily used in indushial systems that require precision conhol
of gas flow for manufacturing processes, or in biomedical applications such as in
controlling the blood flow in an artery. A growing market for microvalves is in the

pharmaceutical industry, where these valves are used as a principal component in mi-
crofluidic systems for precision analysis and separation of constituents. Microvalves

operate on the principles of microactuation. ,Jerman [ 1 99 I ] reported one of the ear-

lier microvalve designs. As illustrated in Figure 2.29, the heating of the two electri-

cal resistor rings attached to the top diapbragm can cause a downward movement to

close the passage of flow. Removal of heat faom the diaphagm opens the valve again

to allow the fluid to flow. In Jerman's design, the diaphragm is 2.5 mm in diameter '

and is 10 pm thick. The heating rings are made of aluminum 5 pm thick. The valve

has a capacity of 300 cm3/min at a fluid pressure up to 100 psi, and 1.5 W of power

is required to close the valve at 25 psig pressure. Detailed design of this type of valve

and its performance can be found in aa earlier paper by Jerman [1990]. Arother type

of valve with pumping actuated by an electromagnetic solenoid is described by
Pourahmadi et al. [1990].

Figure 2.29 | Schematic diagram of a microvalve.
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A rather simple microvalve design uses a thermal actuation principle [Henning et

al. 1997, Henning 19981. The cross section of this type ofvalve is schematically shown

in Figure 2.30. This design is used to control the flow rate ftom a normally open valve

(as shown) to a fully closed state. The downward bending of the silicon diaphragm reg-

ulates the amount ofvalve opening. Bending of the diapbragm is activated by heat sup-

plied to a special liquid in the sealed compafiment above the diaphragm. The heat

source in this case is the electric rcsistance foils attached at the top of the device.

Figure 2.30 I A thermally aatuated microva ve

Outlet Inlet
florv flow

2,4"4 M!eropEWmps

A sirnple micropump can be constructed by using the eleclrostatic actuation of a di-

aphragm as illustrated in Figure 2.31. The defornable silicon diaphragm forms one

electrode of a capacitor. It can be actuated and defomed toward the top electrode by

applying a voltage across the electrodes. The upward motion of the diaphragm in-

creases the volume of the pumping chamber and hence reduces the pressure in the

chamber. This reduction of pressure causes the inlet check valve to open to allow in-

flow of fluid, The subsequent cutoff of the applied voltage to the electrcde prompts

the diaphagm to return to its initial position, which causes a reduction of the volume

in the pumping chamber This reduction of volume increases the pressure of the en-

trapped fluid in the chamber. The outlet check valve opens when the entraPped fluid
pressure reaches a designed value, and fluid is released. A pumping action can thus

be accomplished. Zengerle [1992] rcported the design of this device. The pump in

Figure 2.31 has a square shape with a diaphragm 4 nm X 4 mm X 25 pm thick The

gap between the diaphragm and the electrode is 4 pm. The actuation liequency ls

1 to 100 Hz. At 25 Hz, a pumping rate of 70 pllrnin is achieved.

Another type of micropump, called a. pie?.opumP lMadou 1997] is built on the

principle of producing wave motion in the flexible wall of minute tubes in which the

fluid flows. Piezoelectric materials coated outside the tube wall generate the wave

motion. The wave motion ofthe iube wall exerts forces on the contained fluid for the

required motion. We will present a lnore detailed description ofthis type ofpumping

actuation in Chapter 5.

Elecric heclcrs

Healing iiquid
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Figurc 2.31 | Schematic diagram of a micropump

Deformable

Low-pressure
fluid inlet

High-prcssure
fluid outlet

2.5 I MICROACCELEROMETERS
An accelerometer is an instrument that measures the acceleration (or deceleration) of

a moving solid. Microaccelerometers are used to detect the associated dynamic

forces in a mechanical system in motion. These accelerometers are widely used in the

automotive industy as described in Chapter 1. For example, acceleration sensors in the

12g range are used in a car's suspension system and antilock bmking system (ABS)'

whereas :t50g range acceleration sensors are used to actuate air bags for driver and

passenger safety in event of collision with anotier vehicle or obstacles' The notation

g ,"pr;"ntt the gravitational acceleration, with a numerical value of 32 ftls2 ot

9.81 -,/t'. W" pt"r"nt microaccelerometer in a separate section because this type of
device is often classihed as an inertia sensot yel it corLtarns actuation elements'

Most accelerometers are built on the principles of mechanical vibration, as will
be described in detail in Chapter 4. Principal components of an accelerometer are a

rzdJJ supported by rprlngs. The mass is often attached to a d4sl?ot that provides the

necessary damping effect. The spring and the dashpot are in tum attached to a casing,

as illushated in Figure 2.32.

In the case of rnicro accelerometers, significantly different arrangements are

necessary because of the very lirnited space available in microdevices. A minute

silicon beam with an attached rnass (often called a seismic mdss) constitutes a

spring-mass system, and the air in the surrounding space is used to produce the

damping effect. The structure that supports the mass acts as the sprins A typical

microaccelerometer is illustrated in Figure 2.33; in it, the mass is attached to a can-

tilever beam or plate, which is usbd as a spring A piezoresistor is implanted on the
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CHApTER 2 Working principles of tvlicrosystems

Figule 2.32 I Typical arrangement of an acceterometer.

The accelerometet is
atlached to the vibrating

solid body

Vibrating
solid body

6it

iJ

beam or plate to measure the deformation of the attached mass, from which the am_
plitudes and thus the acceleration of the vibrating mass can be conelated. A mathe_
matical formula that relates the vibrating mass to the acceleration of the casrns rs
available in chapter 4. since acceleration (or deceleration) is related to the drivine
dynamic force that causes the vibmtion of the solid body to which the casing is atl
tached, accurate measurement of acceleration can thus enable enqineers to measure
the applied dynarnic force. It is not surprising to find that microacceleromerers are
widely used as a trigger to activate aibags in automobiles in an event of collision, and
also to sense the excessive vibration of the chassis of a yehicle from its suspension
system.

Figure 2.33 | Schematic skucture of a microaccelerometer.

There are many different types of accelerometers available conrnercially. Signal
transducers used in rnicroaccelerometers include piezoelectric, piezoresistive, capac_
itive, and resonant members [Madou 1997,]. principles of signal conversion of these
schemes will be described in Chapter 11.

Vibrating base
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